
Curve Securities’ vision is to create opportunities that elevate our clients performance. Our business has very much been 
shaped by the technological age and we are able to elevate our clients’ performance by utilising technology to provide 
an automated and streamlined process to secure the best opportunities for councils to invest in. 

We aim to constantly work with our clients ever changing needs and to do this, we need to understand their needs, 
experiences, and pain points. It is due to this understanding that in July 2019 we launched Yieldhub, a free to use online 
rates aggregator, which streamlines the investment process by highlighting the best opportunities available on any 
given day. It aggregates rates from over 80 ADIs and due to our close relationships with our ADI partners, we are also 
given access to specials that aren’t available to the public. All products and rates are clickable, filterable (by credit rating, 
term, fossil fuel status) sortable and interactable, and expressions of interest in an opportunity (for both carded rate  and 
specials) can be sent in just a few clicks. 
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“Having a complete overview of investment opportunities and being able to filter in accordance with our compliance 
policies, has saved our team a lot of time and avoided hassle.”

-Finance Manager, NSW Council



Let us get the 
quotes for you.
Visit yieldhub.com.au today!

Whilst only recently transitioning our clients onto the Yieldhub platform, over 300 individuals from over 80 local 
government bodies across Australia are already using the platform. We have reported 100% customer satisfaction and on 
a daily basis receive positive customer feedback in relation to improved time and workflow efficiencies, ease of use, and 
auditor-friendly diagnostics. 

“Yieldhub makes investing easy. Being able to review the rates and options available for investing in one single website, 
saves time and makes the entire process simpler.”

-CFO, WA Council

Yieldhub was created to continue to elevate our clients performance, assisting them find and secure the best interest rates 
possible in accordance with their compliance & investment policy requirements. Currently, Curve Securities assists over 
200 government bodies across Australia invest their surplus funds and with the launch of Yieldhub, we are committed to 
continue to assist government bodies with their investments.

“Service at Curve Securities has always been unparalleled. They make investing a breeze, placing requests for quotes 
on our behalf, liaising with ADIs, looking after our paperwork and doing all the hard work for us. And now that they’ve 
launched Yeildhub, it’s made it easier than ever.”

-Finance Manager, VIC Council

yieldhub@curve.com.au

 (02) 9690 2188

https://curve.com.au

